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Cherishing Friendship
by Theresa Tran ~ Daily Bull

Friendship. Men share it with other men. Women share it with other women.
Is it possible for men to share friendship with women? The answer is no. No
matter how hard men and women try to be just friends, there is always a moment of weakness or a what if situation that becomes reality.
Take for example Luke and Elena. They have been best friends since kindergarten. They grew up together witnessing the other one blossom into an
adult. Luke and Elena appreciate each other’s company and their friendship
has flourished from it. Unfortunately, their hormones have made them go wild
for one another.
There is nothing wrong with taking a friendship to the next level if an awesome connection can be made. They just have to realize that nothing will
ever be the same again if they become exclusive or serious. Returning to
“just friends” is not a possibility in this situation. Rather than ruining their great
friendship with a serious relationship, they have decided to cherish each
other’s friendship in a different way.
Studies have been conducted in which results have shown that men and
women can cherish each other’s company in a very personable way. The
fact that two friends have been best friends since five also adds to a positive
level of comfort and amiability. The issue of sexual tension between friends
can be solved through guilt-free intimacy.
There are different stages that friends can go through. There is cuddling, kisssee King on back
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‘Thingy’ Now Scientific Term
by Sam Schall ~ Daily Bull

Sudoku

Difficulty: Sooper Easy

IT’S OFFICIAL! You can now be scientifically correct in any
and all crowds when you know utterly nothing by using the
word “thingy”. It can be used to describe any object on a
circuit board, in a biological system or in a program! Here, let
us take some very common and obviously necessary scenarios for you, where you were completely embarrassed
into silence where a single word would have helped you
and instantly made you sound smarter than everyone else in
the conversation.
ANATOMY:
Sitting in that semi boring but completely over your head
anatomy laboratory section... Your GTA is across the room
and the whole class smells like the inside of this dead and
preserved cat in front of you. Your lab partners are cutting
a muscle open to get inside the chest cavity so you all can
look inside to identify the blood vessel.... Totally boring but
you have to. And suddenly your GTA is over your shoulder
asking you specific which organs that the blood vessel he
was pointing to went to. Do you:
A) Panic and look like an idiot... like always?
B) Proudly smirk and explains it connects the thingy to the
thingy and supplies the blood for the thingy. Simple as that
right? And now, you can simply say that!
CIRCUITS:
Circuits class.... or circuits for non believers as the rest of you
class chuckles and whips right through. You KNOW how to
build the circuit, you just occasionally forget the name of the

“Have you seen her?
The Woman in Black?
She once lost a boy
and now she’s come back
Our parents all worry
they make such a fuss
For if she can’t find him
she’ll take one of us.”
--The Woman In Black (2012)

see Koontz on back

To Do: Open club in Alaska. Name it “Baby
Seals.”
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ing, and ultimately sex. It all depends on how high of a level that the sexual
tension exists upon. Even an innocent movie night can be counted as cherishing friendship. Cherishing friendship is a personal preference but there is a
standard of performing coitus at least twice a day.

pieces in it. Everyone does that once in awhile, right? Today’s just not your
day though, because your professor just walked in... and he’s asking you to
explain the circuit. Time to look good and get bonus points right?

This solution allows for friends to preserve their friendship as well as feed
their sexual endeavors. It also leaves the two friends with a sense of freedom
from being bound in a relationship. Furthermore, a game has been created
for friends to compete of who can obtain the most friendship points. The
goal is to have as many friends as possible play and way to receive the most
points is to cherish friendship with more than one friend at the same time.
Obviously the rules can be changed accordingly depending on what cherishing friendship may mean to two friends.
Remember folks, men and women cannot be just friends, but they can cherish their friendship by showing each other loving friendship because friendship lasts forever.

Subreddit of the Week:
/r/FatPeopleStories
by Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

Alright, this is one of those “I shouldn’t be laughing at others misfortunes but
they totally brought it on themselves so I’m now going to literally roll around
of the floor laughing” topics. Fat people stories encompasses posts about
people who are extremely obese and up.
These stories are the antics of ‘hamplanets’ (what we could call snow cows)
and often involves non-hamplanets watching in horror as they eat thousands
upon thousands of calories in a single sitting, and then spew fat logic everywhere. Fat logic is basically the thought process of the hamplanets, going
along the lines of “I’m disabled so I get to use this Wal-mart scooter over
someone with a broken leg because mah bad knees and mah thyroid and
sugar is calories so don’t eat sugar but endless amounts of Chinese food is
good for mah curves (i.e. rolls) this is fat discrimination!” or “I need to eat
every hour to keep my blood sugar up because of mah diabeetus.”
Some of the stories will also cover how these hamplanets, ahem, exercise.
There are also extra points for flair, which is the creative names you give the
fatties, and the way in which they act. Many allude to these people being so
large they have their own gravitational pull, or are so desperate for food that
they demand a snackrifice. Long story short, if you’re a terrible person like me
and like to laugh at lack of logic some of these 300+ pound people have,
then fatpeoplestories is the place for you.
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NOPE. You just forgot the name of the main piece of the circuit, where everything is running through. Shoot! Do you:
A) Stutter and look like an idiot... like always?
B) You don’t miss a beat just explain that the circuit runs through the thingy to
that thingy and then gets graphed as an output on the very expensive thingy.
Full credit and a nod from your professor. SCORE!
PROGRAMMING:
Programming... things can’t go wrong here. You’re in your element here, knee
deep in monster cans and mountain dew bottles before reaching over for
that beer. You pop the tab and take a sip. It’s the best way to program,
naturally and all that, slightly buzzed.... And then you get to class with your
program, finished, and a hangover ringing in your ears. Guess who needs to
look it over? That’s right... someone important.
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A) Groan and look like a drunk idiot... like always?
B) You just smile through the foggy headache, realizing that drunk you
wouldn’t remember a thing about this anyway. Half your variables are called
thingy already so it looks legit before thingy because scientifically accepted.
And now you just look all the more professional... though you may need to
change those 2 week dirty jeans.
Thingy. Versatile. Clean cut. Always clear what you mean. Scientific.
An example of /r/fatpeoplestories. (As of 25 April 2013)
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Sole Survivor
Dear Diary,

by Anonymous

It’s been 38 days since I was stranded in this frozen, arctic wasteland that the locals call H-OHton. For miles all I can see is ice, snow, and a daunting gray sky. There is no way to tell what
time of year it is other than counting the days since I’ve arrived. By my calculation, it should be
late April but by the weather you would suspect it is still winter.
There aren’t many survivors left these days. Some have frozen to death, others drink poison
as a form of recreational activity, and many have died at the hands of wild, beastly creatures
known as professors. At first, these creatures kept at bay only killing a few, but lately they have
become mad with rage. They use these things called finals to take their victims by surprise. I
suspect they got the name finals because it’s the last time anyone sees you again. I am franticly
doing what I can to prepare, but alas my efforts are futile.
If you happen to find this diary, leave now and save yourself while you can. It’s already too late
for me. I fear that my time here is limited. Tell my parents that I….

College Workout Regimens
by Veronica Tabor ~ Daily Bull

With all that studying and hard work that college students tend to constantly do, it can be difficult to find a chance to get a good workout in. Setting aside the time to walk to the SDC, work
out for at least an hour, shower, return home, and continue on with your life is a huge commitment, and some just aren’t ready to make that commitment and hide back under the covers.
Most don’t realize, however, that there are simple things you can do to get that daily workout
without having to make this time commitment!
-Walk to the SDC. For many, this is the first step to having a great, fulfilling workout. For us, this
is the only step. It’s a steep hill that leaves our lungs burning for more air and the willpower to
enter the SDC and continue this torture ceases. Now just lie down and let yourself roll back
home. Wasn’t that worth it?
-Go to Wal-Mart. Have you ever noticed that when you’re walking around shopping, you are walking around burning off all of those dining hall calories? The perimeter of the Houghton Wal-Mart has
been estimated to be larger than the circumference of 10 Olympic sized tracks! Think about all the jogging you’ll do and all of the savings you’ll earn while you do it! Plus, you can reward yourself
with Subway on your way out.
-Go to class. This may be the most difficult task on this list to accomplish. But while going to class may leave you feeling empty and wondering what you’re doing with your life, that 5 minute walk
to class can leave you feeling revitalized and temporarily happy again! You’ll get your blood pumping and wake up before having to sit through a numbing 2 hour lecture that is sure to slowly kill
you emotionally from the inside.
-RAAANDOM DANCINGG. Instead of fighting the urge to bust a move in public when you hear your favorite song, embrace it. No matter how awkward you are or what location you’re in, it’s totally
worth it if you’re burning calories! Driving on the freeway? Do the Harlem Shake! Middle of a physics lecture? Let’s do the Time Warp again! Funeral? Let’s have a Kiki! Completely disregard others’
personal space and dance until the sadness in your life is no more. Sometimes it’s worth causing a public disturbance if you feel great after it!
You see now how easy it is to keep yourself in shape with a busy schedule. Doing these things regularly might even motivate you to take the stairs next time.

December
*Students have another reason to drink: Tech wins
first GLI since 1453
*Record-setting numbers of Dicks-in-a-Box given
this holiday season
*Eric Johnson rises to two-hit wonder
*Eric Johnson graduates; flags at half-mast for
schoolwide mourning

April
*No-shave November stragglers finally realize they can
shave
*Spring entirely cancelled -- broomball second season
begins

February
*Heroes and Villains fight epic battle
on campus!
*Tech celebrates annual Sam Hoyt
Week for third year running

October
*Tech students realize we have an American football team
*Hopes and dreams crushed at bi-annual Disappointment Fair
August
*Broomball rink assembly starts earlier
than ever!

September
*Alien wind harp arrives
*Joliver introduces Tech students to
the concept of trucknuts

November
*Students give thanks for smallpox,
take naps
*America given extra day to drink following nationwide erection

March
*Kim Jong Un eats dinner; nation suffers worst famine
since 1985
*Starcraft II: Heart of the Swarm released, CS major
GPA suffers severe downward spike
*Will Cantrell named “Most Badass Mothafucka of the
Year”

January
*Dining hall had decent food; food
poisoning at all-time low
*Best broomball season in several
years gets underway
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